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P o R t f o l i o

Streamlined Design
these cabinets, chests and shelves showcase modern squared and rectilinear silhouettes for a  

no-frills approach to storage that is stylish and practical at once.  

B y  A l e x A  B o s c h i n i

Squared metal door pulls dress up the sophisticated 
mahogany West End bar cabinet by Dimond Home, 

anchored by a clean base in a gloss white finish 
($1,497).

the Anders sideboard by Ave Home evokes mid-century modern sensibilities, 
presented in a rich mahogany finish with slatted sliding doors ($2,844).

Planed accents on the drawer fronts lend a sense of depth to the Diamond double chest by 
Noir, made of walnut with a finish that underscores the wood’s natural grain ($4,320).

Made in the United States of maple and poplar solids and veneers 
in a Dover Gray finish, the Sydney console table by David Lee 

Designs offers ample display space with three shelves ($1,095).

the Naples dresser by Moe’s Home Collection embodies a modern urban aesthetic 
with its brushed stainless steel legs and high-gloss gray finish ($1,325).
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the sleek Modern sideboard by Gail’s Accents features a black granite inset top and faux 
crocodile door fronts outlined in silver nailhead trim ($1,379).

this five-shelf bookcase by Bryan Keith for Stylecraft exudes 
minimalist appeal, made of metal and natural wood in a 

cypress finish.

An array of square beveled mirror adorns the door fronts of the lockhart 
cabinet by Harp & Finial, made of hardwood in a distressed natural finish.

linen insets and distressed ring hardware offset a wood frame in a crisp white finish to form 
the transitional Naomi chest by Gabby ($1,749).

Made of warm wood with a metal frame, the tetrimino entertainment console by 
Furniture Classics delights with its asymmetrical modular shelves.


